




















It's little wonder that he was subsequently picked for the Central Districts team to play
New Zealand at Pukekura Park in a special one-off 'warm-up' game for the national
team.

The third batsman to excel strictly speaking doesn't quite fit in the category of the two
previous players. But what's a couple of runs mean anyway, aside from an entry on the
honours board?

In the 2000-01 season Matt Broadmore scored 100 against New Plymouth in December
and 132 against Boys' High School in January. Between times, he scored 164 for Taranaki,
then the 6th highest individual score by a Taranaki player. It was run scoring somewhat
reminiscent of Leighton.

But earlier in the season, before all of this, in November he had scored 98 in a club
game against Hawera. For the want of two runs Matt Broadmore would have joined
Leighton and Dravitzki as the only players to score three centuries for the club in a single
premier season.

If we look only at their records for Old Boys', Leighton and Dravitzki stand supreme. If we
look at all three players' seasons as a whole, Dravitzki and Broadmore stand out. Dravitzki
managed three centuries for the club and one for Taranaki. Broadmore scored two
centuries and a 98 for the club and a big century for Taranaki. Norm Leighton also
played for Taranaki, but not with the level of success as that of his future Old Boys' club
mates.

It's significant in the story of Old Boys' - and worthy of note by any young player today
- that each of these player's great seasons was no fluke. They were stalwarts in the Old
Boys' first XI, playing many seasons for the club. Each of them were ever-reliable, regular
players in the team, turning up to play the game week in and week out. Such was their
commitment that all three held captaincy positions too... Leighton and Dravitzki for the
club and Broadmore for Taranaki.

It's absolutely fitting that the three greatest seasons in terms of centuries scored in the
club's history are by three players who were dedicated to playing for Old Boys'.

There's a lesson there for anyone aspiring to be a good premier grade cricketer. Our
next article will be about one of the most outrageous seasons in the history of the club.
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Postscript: A brief up-date on the club book.
The season-by-season research is completed. The writing is 95% completed, thereabouts.
Discussions have been had with a book printing company in New Plymouth.

But access to a significant source of photographic records has been delayed to the
new year. Those records have been sent overseas to be transferred to digital images
and we are still awaiting their return for viewing.

We do already have a lot of photos from the New Plymouth library and other collections
in New Zealand. But, before we print the book, we want to make sure we can view as
many of the historical photos that are available, and especially those of perhaps better
quality so we can select the best for the book.

It's also our intention to have a book launch function and, with the extra delays before
we can view all photos, we have run out of time to print the book and organise and
hold a function during this cricket season. It will take five or six months to organise a
function. There's no point releasing a book about cricket in the winter, so the release
of the book will now be next summer.




